We study the interplay between the global causal and geometric structures of a spacetime (M, g) and the features of a given smooth R-action ρ on M whose orbits are all causal curves, building on classic results about Lie group actions on manifolds described by Palais [32] . Although the dynamics of such an action can be very hard to describe in general, simple restrictions on the causal structure of (M, g) can simplify this dynamics dramatically. In the first part of this paper, we prove that ρ is free and proper (so that M splits topologically) provided that (M, g) is strongly causal and ρ does not have what we call weakly ancestral pairs, a notion which admits a natural interpretation in terms of "cosmic censorship". Accordingly, such condition holds automatically if (M, g) is globally hyperbolic. We also prove that M splits topologically if (M, g) is strongly causal and ρ is the flow of a complete conformal Killing causal vector field. In the second part, we investigate the class of Brinkmann spacetimes, which can be regarded as null analogues of stationary spacetimes in which ρ is the flow of a complete parallel null vector field. Inspired by the geometric characterization of stationary spacetimes in terms of standard stationary ones [24] , we obtain an analogous geometric characterization of when a Brinkmann spacetime is isometric to a standard Brinkmann spacetime. This result naturally leads us to discuss a conjectural null analogue for Ricci-flat 4-dimensional Brinkmann spacetimes of a celebrated rigidity theorem by Anderson [1], and highlight its relation with a long-standing 1962 conjecture by Ehlers and Kundt [13] . If true, our conjecture provides strong mathematical support to the idea that gravitational plane waves are the most natural "boundary conditions" at infinity for vacuum solutions of the Einstein equation modeling regions outside gravitationally radiating sources.
I. INTRODUCTION
Let (M n , g) be a spacetime, i.e., a connected smooth time-oriented Lorentzian manifold (n ≥ 2). It is well-known that the time-orientation automatically ensures the existence of a smooth R-action ρ on M with causal orbits. In general, the action ρ can be very hard to describe. In fact, the isometry group of even compact Lorentzian manifolds can be non-compact, which gives a very rich dynamical structure to the orbits [35, 39] , actually richer than is the case for Riemannian manifolds. However, it turns out that certain simple restrictions on the causal structure of (M, g) can place definite constraints on any such action, which in turn may come to bear on the global geometry of (M, g). Such interplay may be more keenly felt if the action has previous interesting additional features, e.g., if it is isometric. It is interesting to point out that none of the causality restrictions we consider here apply to compact spacetimes, which are not even chronological [5, 31] . There arises here, therefore, a curious situation in which non-compact manifolds can be much easier to analyze than compact ones.
As an example of direct interest to us here, consider the case when the R-action ρ is the flow of a smooth complete timelike and Killing [resp. conformal Killing] vector field X : M → T M . In this case, (M, g) is said to be stationary [resp. conformastationary] (with respect to ρ). In this context Harris [19] showed that if (M, g) is chronological, i.e., has no closed timelike curves, then the action generated by X is proper and free. Therefore, M has the structure of a trivial principal R-bundle over the orbit space M/R, that is, M is diffeomorphic to R × M/R, a situation which we will informally refer to by saying that M splits topologically with respect to the action.
The topological splitting of stationary spacetimes appears extensively in applications. One of the reasons for its interest is that in this case there exists a Riemannian metric induced on the orbit space M/R whose geometric structure is directly related to that on M . This fact had already been exploited by Geroch [17, 18] , even prior to the more rigorous Harris' result, to induce a system of elliptic differential equations on M/R equivalent to the Einstein field equation on (M, g) for a given energy-momentum tensor T . Geroch also showed how these equations could be used to generate new solutions to the Einstein equations. This so-called projection formalism on (M, g) was instrumental, e.g., in the proof of the uniqueness theorems for electrovac spacetimes containing a black hole (see, e.g., [22] and references therein).
Stationary spacetimes topological splitting of the sort described above can accompanied by an interesting concomitant decomposition or splitting of the metric g. It is well-known that any stationary spacetime is locally isometric to a standard stationary spacetime, that is, a product manifold M = R × S with Lorentzian metric g given by
where β, ω and g are respectively a smooth positive function, a smooth 1-form and a smooth Riemannian metric on S. The timelike vector field X generating the action ρ is locally identified with ∂ t . Javaloyes and Sánchez [24] have shown that this local splitting can be made global if and only if (M, g) is distinguishing, a condition stronger than causality but weaker than strong causality in the so-called causal ladder [30] of spacetimes. (Actually, the results in [24] are more general and apply to conformastationary spacetimes, but this description suffices to our purposes here.) Standard stationary spacetimes are much more amenable to a detailed analysis than general stationary spacetimes, since they have, among other things, an associated Finsler structure [10] . This paper is devoted to investigating the splitting problem for a spacetime (M, g) with a smooth action ρ given by the flow of a complete causal vector field X, i.e., g(X, X) ≤ 0 and X everywhere nonzero, but not necessarily timelike or (conformal) Killing. As we have hinted above, we will not be interested here in exploring the dynamical richness of the action ρ alluded to before, but will only be concerned, on the one hand, with giving some natural criteria on the causality of (M, g) to ensure that ρ is free and proper, so that M splits topologically; and, on the other hand, with obtaining an associated metric splitting in the particular when X is null (i.e., g(X, X) = 0 and X is everywhere non-zero).
Let us briefly describe here our main results. Our principal topological splitting results are Theorems III.12 and III.16 in Section III. Theorem III.12 states that the action is indeed free and proper provided that (M, g) is strongly causal, and that this action does not have what we call a weakly ancestral pair. This condition, which is defined precisely in Section III, is a direct adaptation of a notion introduced by Harris and Low [20] , and has a natural interpretation in physical contexts as a form of "cosmic censorship" (cf. the remark just before Proposition III.5). Indeed, this condition is automatically satisfied when (M, g) is globally hyperbolic, and hence every complete causal vector field generates a proper free action for the latter class of spacetimes. (This particular result, which is implicit in previous treatments [9, 24] , is explicitly stated here as Corollary III.14.) Theorem III.16 applies specifically to the case of a (conformal) isometric action with causal orbits: in this case, strong causality ensures by itself that (M, g) splits topologically, without the assumption on weakly ancestral pairs. When specialized to the purely timelike context, our methods allow us to give somewhat different proofs of some of Harris' [19] and Harris and Low's [20] results (see Theorems III.8 and III.9 below).
We also obtain a global rigidity result for the special case when the vector field X with flow ρ is null and parallel (i.e., ∇X = 0; here and hereafter, ∇ denotes the Levi-Civita connection of g).
Lorentz manifolds admitting such a vector field are called Brinkmann spaces and are known to have special Lorentzian holonomy (see, e.g., [3, 4, 14, 27] and references therein for recent results), and as such have a number of interesting geometric properties. A classic result by Brinkmann [8] establishes that these spacetimes have local coordinates (u, v, x 1 , . . . , x n−2 ) (now known as Walker coordinates after [38] ) on some open subset U ⊆ M for which the line element of g is given by
where Ω := Ω i dx i is a one-form and γ := γ ij dx i dx j is a metric, both defined on U , and X-invariant, and X| U = ∂ v . Note the similarity with stationary spacetimes and their local standard form. This naturally motivates the question: when is a spacetime (M, g) possessing a null parallel vector field X globally of the form (1.2)? If this is the case, in analogy with the timelike case, we shall refer to (M, g) as a standard Brinkmann spacetime, for which a more precise definition is given in Section V below (cf. Definition V.2). Our main result for this part implies that a causal Brinkmann spacetime is a standard Brinkmann spacetime if and only if the action has a slice, i.e., hypersurface which is intersected exactly once for each orbit, and satisfies a technical condition to be defined more precisely in Section V. We then discuss in which sense this can be regarded as an analogue of the Javaloyes-Sánchez result for stationary spacetimes.
On the other hand, if a standard Brinkmann spacetime (M, g) is such that Ω ≡ 0 and h ij ≡ δ ij globally, then (M, g) is called a generalized pp-wave [5, 13] . This family of spacetimes contains in particular the important class of gravitational plane waves, and provide an idealized description of gravitational waves in General Relativity. In this ambient, our global splitting result for Brinkmann spaces is a first step for the proof of a rigidity result analogous to the remarkable theorem obtained by Anderson in [1] . In fact, in that paper Anderson uses the global splitting result for stationary spacetimes to establish that every geodesically complete, chronological, Ricci-flat 4-dimensional stationary spacetime is isometric to (a quotient of ) flat Minkowski spacetime. Now, recall that gravitational plane waves are geodesically complete vacuum spacetimes which are non-flat, and even though nonstationary in general, they still admit a null Killing (indeed parallel) vector field. By analogy to Anderson's rigidity result, it becomes natural to ask if they are the only spacetimes satisfying these properties. We discuss this issue in more detail in Section VI The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we present some generalities on group actions, mainly to establish terminology and make the paper reasonably self-contained. In Section III we discuss the interplay between causal conditions on (M, g) and the action of a causal vector field thereon and obtain some topological splitting results. Specifically, our purpose therein is to establish a number of topological splitting results based on suitable causal assumptions on (M, g). We present a brief review of the Javaloyes-Sánchez splitting for stationary spacetimes in Section IV in a form such as to serve as a template for our own rigidity results for the geometry of Brinkmann spacetimes, described in detail in Section V. Finally, we formulate the conjecture indicated above about gravitational plane waves and discuss its main aspects in Section VI.
II. GENERALITIES ON GROUP ACTIONS: PRELIMINARIES & NOTATION
In this section, in order to establish the terminology and notation we shall use in later sections, we review those aspects of the basic theory of group actions which will have applicability to our approach of the problem of splitting as presented in this paper. We follow closely Palais' classic treatment on the subject given in Ref. [32] , to which we refer the reader for the proofs. Accordingly, for the sake of clarity we indicate, for each definition, proposition, etc., their counterparts in that reference.
However, although many of the results therein have wider applicability, for the sake of brevity we shall not preserve the level of generality of [32] . Specifically, throughout this paper, we fix a smooth n-dimensional manifold M , a Lie group G 1 , and a smooth action ρ :
If there is no risk of confusion, we shall often drop an explicit mention of ρ, refer to M as a G-space and write gp := ρ(g, p) = ρ g (p), ∀p ∈ M, ∀g ∈ G.
For any set U ⊆ M , and any g ∈ G, we write gU := {gp : p ∈ U }, and Gp := {gp : g ∈ G} for the orbit of p ∈ M . G p denotes the isotropy group at p, i.e. G p = {g ∈ G : gp = p}. The action ρ is free if G p = {e} for every p ∈ M . Following the notation in Ref. [32] , for any sets U, V ⊆ M , we define
Finally, we shall denote the quotient space of M by the action (with the quotient topology) as M/G, and by π : M → M/G the (continuous) standard projection. Note that π is an open map.
Definition II.1 (Def. 1.1.1 of [32] ) If U and V are subsets of M , then we say that U is thin relative to V if ((U, V )) has compact closure in G. If U is thin relative to itself, then we say that U is thin.
Since gU ∩ V = g(U ∩ g −1 V ), it follows that if U is thin relative to V , then V is thin relative to U , and so we often say that U and V are relatively thin. It is easily seen that if U and V are relatively thin and U ′ ⊆ U , V ′ ⊆ V , then U ′ and V ′ are relatively thin. In particular, every subset of a thin set is thin. One can also check that any finite union of sets, each of which is thin relative to a fixed set V , is also thin relative to V . Finally, if
Hence, if K 1 and K 2 are compact and relatively thin then ((K 1 , K 2 )) is compact.
Definition II.2 (Def. 1.1.2 of [32] ) M is a Cartan G-space if every p ∈ M has a thin neighborhood.
(Note that if G is compact this notion is trivial.) Since every subset of a thin set is thin, if M is a Cartan G-space then it has a basis of thin open sets.
Remark II.2 If M is a Cartan G-space, M/G may not be Hausdorff even if G is acting freely on M (conf. counterexample with G = (R, +) after Theorem 2 of Ref. [19] ).
A simple (and well-known) characterization of when M/G is Hausdorff is given by the following Lemma II.3 M/G is Hausdorff iff the following set is closed in M × M :
1 Throughout this paper, let it be understood that smooth means C ∞ and that manifolds, and in particular Lie groups, are always assumed to be Hausdorff, locally compact topological spaces with a countable basis, and therefore also paracompact.
Definition II.3 (Def. 1.2.1 of [32] ) A subset S ⊆ M is small if ∀p ∈ M , there exists a neighborhood U ∋ p which is thin relative to S.
One can easily check that every subset of a small set is small, and that a finite union of small sets is small. Moreover, if S is a small subset of M and K is a compact subset of M , then K is thin relative to S. (In fact, K has a neighborhood which is thin relative to S.)
Definition II.4 (Def. 1.2.2 of [32] ) M is a proper G-space if every point p ∈ M has a small neighborhood.
It is immediate that if G is compact, then M is automatically a proper G-space.
Proposition II.4 (Prop. 1.2.3 of [32] ) If M is a proper G-space, then it is a Cartan G-space.
Proof. Let p ∈ M and let U ∋ p be a small neighborhood. Let V be a neighborhood of p which is thin relative to U . Then U ∩ V is a thin neighborhood of p.
We shall see later on that the converse of this result holds iff M/G is Hausdorff (cf. Theorem II.6). Nevertheless, the following weaker statement is valid.
The following theorem is a fusion of Thm. 1.2.9 of [32] and Prop. 9.13 in Ref. [26] , and gives a number of distinct characterizations of a proper G-space applicable to our context. Theorem II.6 If M is a G-space, then the following are equivalent. 1) Given p, q ∈ M , there exist relatively thin neighborhoods U and V of p and q, respectively.
2) M is a Cartan G-space and M/G is Hausdorff.
3) M is a proper G-space.
4)
Every compact subset of M is small. K) ) is compact in G (thus, every compact subset is thin). 6) Given any sequences (p n ) in M and (g n ) in G such that both (p n ) and (g n p n ) converge in M , some subsequence of (g n ) converges in G.
5) For every
Remark II.7 The more standard notion of properness is that ρ a proper action if the mapρ :
proper in the usual sense that inverse images of compact sets are compact. However, it is very easy to check that M is a proper G-space iff ρ is proper in this latter sense. Moreover, we have been using a left action, but it is clear that all notions of thinness, smallness, etc., above have their analogues for right actions as well. On the other hand, one can of course define a right action ρ OP : M × G → M associated with ρ by ρ OP (p, g) := ρ(g −1 , p), ∀g ∈ G, ∀p ∈ M . Now, it is easy to check that subsets U and V of M are relatively thin wrt (M, ρ) iff they are relatively thin wrt (M, ρ OP ), so (M, ρ) is a Cartan (resp. proper) G-space iff (M, ρ OP ) is Cartan (resp. proper).
The next characterization is less trivial.
Theorem II.8 M is a proper G-space iff it is Cartan and it admits an invariant Riemannian metric (i.e., a Riemannian metric h for which ρ * g h = h, ∀g ∈ G). Proof. The "only if" part is exactly Thm. 4.3.1 of [32] , together with Proposition II.4. For the "if" part, suppose that M is a differentiable Cartan G-space, and let h be an invariant Riemannian metric on M . Let d h denote the corresponding distance function on M . It is easily checked that the invariance of h implies that
Pick any sequences (p n ) in M and (g n ) in G such that both (p n ) and (g n p n ) converge in M , say to p and q respectively. Now,
so g n p → q, and in particular q ∈ Gp, since the latter set is closed (cf. Proposition II.1). Therefore, q = gp, say, so that g −1 g n p → p. Let U ∋ p be a thin neighborhood of p. Since eventually g −1 g n ∈ ((U, U )), we can, up to passing to a subsequence, assume that (g −1 g n ), and hence (g n ), converge in G. The result now follows by item (6) of Theorem II.6.
The following standard result clarifies the importance of having a free and proper action in our context. Theorem II.9 Suppose that ρ is free and proper, then i) the orbit space M/G is a topological manifold of dimension dim M − dim G, and has a unique smooth structure with the property that the projection π : M → M/G is a smooth submersion, and ii) π : M → M/G defines a smooth principal G-bundle over the base manifold M/G, with associated right action given by ρ OP .
In particular, if G = R m , this bundle is actually trivial, and so, M is diffeomorphic to R m × M/R m . Conversely, if Π : M → B is a smooth principal G-bundle over some smooth base manifold B with the associated right action of G on M given by ρ OP , then this action (and hence ρ) is free and proper, and there exists a diffeomorphism φ :
Proof. See, e.g., in [26] , p. 218, Thm. 9.16 for a proof of (i). Finally, see, e.g., [36] , Sections 12 and 13, for proofs of the other statements, up to the assertion about the case G = R m just below (ii), for which one can see, e.g., Theorem 5.7, p. 58 of [25] .
Remark II.10 Suppose that M is a differentiable Cartan G-space. Then M/G is T 1 (cf. Proposition II.1) but it is Hausdorff iff M is proper (cf. Theorem II.6), and hence M/G may not be a manifold in general. However, M admits a countable basis {U n } n∈N of thin open sets, and for each n ∈ N, GU n is a proper differentiable G-space (cf. Proposition II.5). Suppose moreover that the action of G is free. Then π(U n ) = U n /G is a smooth manifold of dimension dim M − dim G. This in turn implies that M/G has a countable basis and is locally homeomorphic to R dim M−dim G , but not necessarily Hausdorff, and therefore M/G is what S. Harris has termed a near manifold in [19] . Moreover, in this case π :
The last proposition of this section establishes, for an important special case, a significant means to ensure the properness of the action. Although it is a rather simple result, we were unable to find it elsewhere with this generality, and thus we have included its proof here.
Proposition II.11 Suppose that G = R m (m < n) (with its additive group structure), and that it acts freely on M . Then the following assertions are equivalent. i) M is a proper G-space.
ii) There exists a codimension m submanifold Σ ⊂ M with the following property: for each p ∈ M , there exists a unique x ∈ Σ in the orbit of p by G. In other words, each orbit intersects Σ exactly once. (Such submanifold is called a slice for the action.)
If one (hence both) of these assertions holds, Σ is properly embedded and diffeomorphic to M/R m .
Proof.
If (i) holds, then by Theorem II.9, we have that M is a trivial smooth principal bundle over M/R m with structure group (R m , +), and so, we can pick a trivialization τ :
Since τ is in particular a diffeomorphism, the inverse image of the properly embedded (n − m)-dimensional submanifold 0 × S of R m × S is also a properly embedded submanifold of M of the same dimension.
Because of the principal bundle structure, τ can be chosen so that the following diagrams commute:
Here, proj 2 denotes the projection onto the second cartesian factor, and t g is the translation on R m by the element g ∈ R m (since G is Abelian, the distinction between right and left actions is irrelevant). Given p ∈ M , write τ (p) = (g, x) ∈ R m × S, and let q := τ −1 (0, x). Then
and hence p = gq, i.e, q ∈ Σ∩Gp. Let q ′ ∈ Σ∩Gp. Then p = g ′ q ′ for some g ′ ∈ R m and τ (q ′ ) = (0, y) for some y ∈ S. Thus,
and hence x = y and g = g ′ , and the orbit through p intersects Σ only once.
Because of condition (ii) and since the action is free, Φ is a smooth bijection, and hence a homeomorphism by Invariance of Domain. Now, let (p n ) ⊆ M and (g n ) ⊆ R m be sequences such that p n → p and g n p n → q. We can then write p = Φ(t, x) and q = Φ(s, y) for uniquely defined t, s ∈ R m and x, y ∈ Σ. Likewise, for each n ∈ N, p n = Φ(t n , x n ). Since Φ is a homeomorphism, g n + t n → s, t n → t, and x n → x, y, so x = y and (g n ) converges to g := s − t, and the action is proper by item (6) of II.6. This concludes the equivalence.
To show the final assertion of the theorem, we can now assume that both (i) and (ii) are valid. Condition (ii) means that π| Σ : Σ → M/R m is a smooth bijection, and since π : M → M/R m is a smooth submersion by (i) (cf. Theorem II.9), dπ p defines an isomorphism between T p Σ and
By the Inverse Function Theorem, Σ and M/R m are thus diffeomorphic. The properness of the embedding follows easily by using the fact that Φ is a homeomorphism.
Corollary II.12 Under the assumptions and notation in Proposition II.11, let Σ ⊂ M be a slice. If S ⊆ M is a submanifold invariant by the R m -action on M , i.e., gS ⊆ S for all g ∈ R m , and Σ is transversal to S, then the induced action on S is proper.
Proof. Just note that the induced action is well-defined, remains free and Σ ∩ S will be a slice for it.
III. THE SPLITTING PROBLEM I: TOPOLOGICAL SPLITTING AND CAUSALITY
Here and hereafter, we shall fix a smooth Lorentzian metric 2 g on M . Since we shall assume the existence of an (everywhere non-zero) causal vector field X on M , there will be no real loss of generality for our main results if we assume that (M n , g) is a spacetime, i.e, that M is connected, n ≥ 2 and (M, g) is time-oriented, and we will always do so in what follows.
In this section we will focus on the interplay between causal conditions on (M, g) and the existence of a topological splitting in the presence of a suitable group action, deferring to the next section the examination of the existence of concomitant metric splittings. We shall take G = R with its standard addition operation throughout this section, so that our action ρ may be taken to be the flow of a fixed smooth complete, everywhere non-zero vector field X : M → T M . Due to its greater applicability in the Lorentzian Geometry context, in what follows we shall be interested only in the case where X is causal.
Physically reasonable causality restrictions on (M, g) arise also naturally from a mathematically viewpoint due to the following consideration. Since we wish to give M a (trivial) principal R-bundle structure, we shall need ρ to be free and proper. In particular, since X cannot have closed orbits, (M, g) is required to be at least chronological (i.e., must have no closed timelike curves) if X is timelike, or causal (i.e., without closed causal curves) if X is causal. In addition, in order to ensure properness, we shall often impose stronger causality assumptions.
For vector fields we have the following nice refinemenet of Theorem II.8.
Corollary III.1 If the action ρ generated by X is proper, then there exists a geodesically complete Riemannian metric g 0 on M for which X is a Killing vector field.
Proof. Pick any complete Riemannian metric g c on M . By Proposition II.11, there exists a smooth, properly embedded (hence closed) hypersurface Σ ⊂ M which each orbit of X intersects exactly once. Thus, the map P : M → Σ given by associating each p ∈ M with the intersection of its orbit with Σ is surjective retraction which leaves Σ invariant pointwise. Indeed, using arguments similar to those in the proof of Proposition II.11, we see that P is smooth. Now, since Σ is closed, the induced metric g c | Σ is complete by Hopf-Rinow theorem, and since X is complete, the pullback metric g 0 := P * (g c | Σ ) is complete and invariant by the flow of X by construction.
We start the next part by adapting the definition of an ancestral pair as given in [20] .
where we take (t, x) to be the standard cartesian coordinates, and time orientation such that ∂ t is future-directed. Let λ ∈ C ∞ (M ) be any positive function for which the future-directed null vector field
is complete 3 . The generated action ρ has both, ancestral pairs (e.g., ((−1, 1), (1, 0))) and weakly ancestral pairs (e.g., ((−1, 1), (1, −1))).
Remark III.3 It is immediate that if there are no weakly ancestral pairs for ρ in (M, g), then there are no ancestral pairs either. But the converse fails, as the following simple example shows. Let
, with the flat metric given by ds 2 = −dt 2 + dx 2 , and time orientation such that ∂ t is future-directed. Let λ ∈ C ∞ (M ) be any positive function for which the future-directed null vector field
is complete. Then any pair of the form ((−a, a), (b, −b)) for a, b > 0 is weakly ancestral for the generated action ρ, but there are no ancestral pairs for ρ.
It is well-known [5] that this condition implies that (M, g) is causal, but not the converse. (M, g) is causally continuous if it is distinguishing and the set-valued functions
are outer continuous in the following sense: for any p ∈ M and any compact set
Again, this condition implies that (M, g) is stably causal [5] , but not the converse. (The definition of stable causality is recalled below, just before Proposition III.11.) Indeed, it is easy to check that the spacetime in the Remark III.3 is not causally continuous, but Proposition 3.43, p. 89 of [5] implies that it is stably causal. The following proposition shows that no similar construction can be made for causally continuous spacetimes.
Proposition III.4 Suppose X is future-directed causal and ρ its generated action. If (M, g) is causally continuous and there are no ancestral pairs, then there are no weakly ancestral pairs for ρ in (M, g).
Proof. It suffices to show that ∀p, q ∈ M ,
Thus, let p ∈ I − (q) and
Causal continuity then implies that p, q ∈ ∂I + (r) (cf. Lemma 3.42 of [30] ), which is impossible since ∂I + (r) is achronal.
There is a natural physical interpretation, in the context of Mathematical Relativity, for the nonexistence of ancestral pairs for ρ when X is a future-directed causal vector field. Namely, it may be interpreted as a form of "cosmic censorship": if (p, q) is ancestral for ρ, then the whole "history" represented by the orbit of p is "visible" from q, which in turn can be interpreted as saying that "q gets information from infinity" (since each orbit is complete). Such a situation is excluded, for instance, if the so-called strong cosmic censorship (which is equivalent to global hyperbolicity) holds (see [33] for a detailed discussion). Accordingly, we have the following Proposition III.5 If (M, g) is globally hyperbolic and X is future-directed causal, then ρ has no (weakly) ancestral pairs in (M, g).
Proof. Let p, q be any two points in M . If (p, q) were weakly ancestral pair, then the future-directed, future-inextendible causal curve t ∈ [0, +∞) → tp ∈ M would be entirely contained in the compact set
, which is impossible due to the strong causality of (M, g).
Remark III.6 Proposition III.5 implies that any complete causal vector field in widely studied spacetimes such as Minkowski, deSitter, Schwarzschild, Schwarschild-Kruskal, Schwarzchild-deSitter, and many Robertson-Walker cosmological models have no (weakly) ancestral pairs. However, any of the standard causal conditions other than global hyperbolicity is insufficient per se to ensure the non-existence of ancestral pairs (see the paragraph below Corollary III.15). On the other hand, it is not the case that causality conditions play an exclusive role in the existence (or not) of (weakly) ancestral pairs. The presence of these pairs can be precluded by additional natural conditions on (M, g), even under rather mild causality assumptions. One such important situation in which there are no ancestral pairs is when X is a future-directed timelike conformal Killing vector field (i.e., L X g = f g, for some f ∈ C ∞ (M )), a case which includes important non-globally hyperbolic spacetimes such as Anti-deSitter.
Proposition III.7 If (M, g) is chronological and X is a future-directed timelike conformal Killing vector field, then ρ has no ancestral pairs in (M, g).
Proof. Given p, q ∈ M , Corollary 3.2 of Ref. [20] shows in particular that the orbit of p will eventually enter I + (q) and, since (M, g) is chronological, it must therefore leave I − (q), i.e., (p, q) is not ancestral.
Theorem III.8 and Corollary III.9 below offer an alternative proof of the main result in [19] (cf. Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 of that reference), using a different but equivalent phrasing more suited to the formalism we have adopted here. We also include in the same results an alternative version of Theorem 1.2 of [20] .
) is chronological and X is future-directed timelike, then ρ is free and M is a Cartan R-space. If in addition ρ has no ancestral pairs in (M, g), then M is a proper R-space, and so, it is diffeomorphic to R × M/R.
Proof. The free character of the action is in any case immediate from chronology.
For the first part, let p ∈ M . If p does not have a thin neighborhood, then there exist sequences (t n ) ⊆ R and (p n ) ⊆ M such that p n , t n p n → p and |t n | → +∞. Up to passing to a subsequence, we may then assume that t n → +∞, the case if t n → −∞ being analogous. Pick any positive number t 0 . Since p << t 0 p and the chronological order is an open relation, there exist open neighborhoods U ∋ t 0 p and V ∋ p such that p ′ << q ′ whenever p ′ ∈ V and q ′ ∈ U . For large enough n, t n > t 0 , t n p n ∈ V and t 0 p n ∈ U , so t 0 p n << t n p n << t 0 p n , contradicting chronology.
Assume now that ρ has no ancestral pairs in (M, g). We only need to show that M/R is Hausdorff (cf. item (2) of Theorem II.6). Suppose, by way of contradiction, that this is false. Then, by Lemma II.3, there exist sequences (t n ) ⊆ R and (p n ) ⊆ M such that p n → p and t n p n → q, while q / ∈ Rp. Clearly (t n ) cannot be bounded, so we may assume, up to passing to a subsequence, that |t n | → +∞, and indeed that t n → +∞, for otherwise we may work with (−t n ) just as well, performing straightforward adaptations. Let t, ǫ > 0. Since tp << (t + ǫ)p, there exist open sets U p ∋ tp and V p ∋ (t + ǫ)p such that p ′ << p ′′ whenever p ′ ∈ U p and p ′′ ∈ V p . Similarly, there exist open sets U q ∋ (−ǫ)q and V q ∋ q such that q ′ << q ′′ whenever q ′ ∈ U q and q ′′ ∈ V q . Eventually, t n > t + 2ǫ, (t + ǫ)p n ∈ V p and (t n − ǫ)p n ∈ U q , so that
and we conclude that (p, q) is an ancestral pair, contrary to our assumption.
Corollary III.9 If (M, g) is chronological and X is a future-directed timelike conformal Killing vector field, then M is a proper R-space.
Proof. Immediate from Theorem III.8 and Proposition III.7.
Remark III.10 Corollary III.9 admits an alternative proof which does not mention ancestral pairs as follows. Having established that the action is Cartan, the strategy is now to apply Theorem II.8, so one must prove that M admits an invariant Riemannian metric. Now, note that Lemma 2.1 of [24] implies (and in any case it is very easy to check) that if X is a conformal Killing vector field for g, then it is a Killing vector field for the conformally rescaled metric g = −g/g(X, X). Since (M, g) is still chronological, we may drop the overline and just assume that X is Killing. But then X is also Killing for the Riemannian metric given by
which is thus invariant. This argument is used, in a slightly different way, by Harris in [19] .
We now turn our attention to the case when X is causal. We first note that this case might be reduced to previous results under some rather favorable circumstances. We consider one such case. Denote by Lor(M ) the set of Lorentzian metrics on M . Recall that we can introduce a partial order in Lor(M ) as follows: for g 1 , g 2 ∈ Lor(M ),
Recall also that (M, g) is stably causal iff there exists some g ′ ∈ Lor(M ), such that g < g ′ and that (M, g ′ ) is causal.
Proposition III.11 Assume that X is future-directed causal for (M, g), and that there exists some g ′ ∈ Lor(M ) such that:
) is stably causal), and ii) X is a conformal Killing vector field for (M, g ′ ).
Then ρ is proper and free.
Proof. Since g < g ′ , X is future-directed timelike in (M, g ′ ), and the result now follows by Corollary III.9 applied to (M, g ′ ).
Even in the absence of such special conditions, there is a direct analogue of Theorem III.8 for causal X, which however requires stronger hypotheses.
Theorem III.12 If (M, g) is strongly causal and X is a future-directed causal vector field, then ρ is free and M is a Cartan R-space. If in addition ρ has no weakly ancestral pairs in (M, g), then M is a proper R-space, and so, it is diffeomorphic to R × M/R.
Proof. That ρ is free is immediate from causality. Suppose that M is not Cartan. Then, for some p ∈ M there exist sequences (p n ) ⊆ M and (t n ) ⊆ R such that p n , t n p n → p, but |t n | → +∞. Up to passing to a subsequence, we can assume that t n → +∞, the case if t n → −∞ being analogous.
Fix U ∈ p a relatively compact neighborhood of p. From strong causality there exists an open neighborhood V ⊆ U of p for which any causal curve segment with endpoints in V is entirely contained in U . Again, up to passing to a subsequence, we can assume that p n , t n p n ∈ V for all n. Now, fix a complete Riemannian metric h on M . For each n ∈ N, letα n : t ∈ [0, +∞) → tp n ∈ M be the orbit of p n , and α n : [0, +∞) → M be its h-arc length reparametrization. For a unique s n ∈ [0, +∞), α n (s n ) = t n p n , and we have α n [0, s n ] ⊂ U . Since X is future-directed, these are all future-directed causal curves; and therefore, by the Limit Curve Lemma, we may pick a future directed, causal limit curve α : [0, +∞) → M with α(0) = p and such that α n | C → α| C h-uniformly in compact subsets C ⊆ [0, +∞). Clearly, s n → +∞, so given any s > 0, eventually s n > s, in which case α n [0, s] ⊆ U . But then, from the uniform convergence in [0, s], α[0, s] ⊆ U , and therefore we conclude that α[0, +∞) is entirely contained in the compact subset U , contradicting (a well known consequence of) strong causality.
The rest of the proof proceeds much like the second part of the proof of Theorem III.8. Assume that ρ has no weakly ancestral pairs in (M, g). It again suffices to show that M/R is Hausdorff. If not, by Lemma II.3, there exist sequences (t n ) ⊆ R and (p n ) ⊆ M such that p n → p and t n p n → q, while q / ∈ Rp. Clearly (t n ) cannot be bounded, so we may assume, up to passing to a subsequence, that |t n | → +∞, and again without loss of generality that t n → +∞. Let t > 0, and fix any r ∈ I + (q). For large enough n we then have tp n < t n p n << r, and hence tp ∈ I − (r). Since t is arbitrary, we conclude that (p, r) is a weakly ancestral pair, contrary to our assumption.
Remark III.13 In Theorems III.8 and III.12, we needed, in addition to the causality conditions, to require the non-existence of ancestral pairs and weakly ancestral pairs, respectively. To see that extra conditions are often necessary to obtain properness, consider again the example in the Remark III.3. Recall that the spacetime therein is stably causal (and hence strongly causal), but (say) p = (−1, 1) and q = (1, −1) form a weakly ancestral pair and have disjoint orbits. Given any two neighborhoods U ∋ p and V ∋ q there exists an orbit of ρ which crosses both U and V . We conclude that the orbit space M/R is not Hausdorff, so ρ cannot be proper, although it is still Cartan. As pointed out in the cited remark, in this example there are no ancestral pairs, and hence it also illustrates the fact that the condition of non-existence of weakly ancestral points in Theorem III.12 cannot be weakened to non-existence of ancestral pairs.
The following direct consequence of Theorem III.12 and Proposition III.5 shows that if the causality condition is strong enough, then the condition of non-existence of (weakly) ancestral pairs is unnecessary.
Corollary III.14 If (M, g) is globally hyperbolic and X is future-directed causal, then ρ is free and proper.
Corollary III.14 also admits an alternative proof. If (M, g) is globally hyperbolic, it will admit an acausal smooth Cauchy hypersurface [6] ; if we use this fact, then this corollary is also an immediate consequence of Proposition II.11. The requirement that there are no weakly ancestral pairs can be weakened to non-existence of ancestral pairs if (M, g) is causally continuous:
) is causally continuous, X is future-directed causal, and ρ has no ancestral pairs in (M, g), then M is a proper R-space.
Proof. Immediate from Proposition III.4 and Theorem III.12.
The condition that there are no (weakly) ancestral pairs for ρ in (M, g), although sufficient and rather natural, is not necessary to ensure that ρ is a proper, free action. To see this, consider the following construction, adapted from an example given by Harris and Low in [20] (cf. p. 30 of that reference, just after the proof of Theorem 1.2 therein). Let M be the strip {(t, x) ∈ R 2 | 2x < t < 2x + 1} and let g be the flat metric given by ds 2 = −dt 2 + dx 2 , with time-orientation such that ∂ t is future-directed. Let X 1 = λ 1 ∂ t and X 2 = λ 2 (∂ t + ∂ x ) be vector fields defined on M , where
is any positive function such that X i is complete. We have ancestral pairs for the actions of X 1 (say ((1/2, 0), (3/2, 1))) and X 2 (say ((−1/2, −1/2), (1/2, 0))), but in both cases, M/R = R. It easy to check that the underlying spacetime (M, g) is causal and all past an future causal cones J ± (p) are closed, and thus it is causally simple, a causal condition which implies causal continuity, and is weaker only than global hyperbolicity in the causal ladder [30] . In particular, (M, g) is strongly causal, so the action of both X i 's is Cartan, and hence proper and free. (Of course, it is easy to see that (M, g) is not globally hyperbolic.)
The previous example, although instructive, is somewhat contrived. As we shall see in the following result (which is analogous to Corollary III.9), a more natural important situation in which the non-existence of weakly ancestral pairs can be dispensed with (but retaining appropriate causality assumptions) is when X is a conformal Killing causal vector field.
Theorem III.16 If (M, g) is strongly causal and X is a conformal Killing causal complete vector field, then M is a proper R-space, and so, it is diffeomorphic to R × M/R.
Proof. From Theorem III.12, M is a Cartan R-space (and the R action associated to X is free). According to Theorem II.6, in order to prove that M is also a proper R-space, it suffices to show that M/R is Hausdorff. So, assume by contradiction that it is not, and denote by π : M → M/R the corresponding bundle projection. There exist two points p, q ∈ M such that all neighborhoods of π(p) and π(q) intersect. So, there exists X orbits γ n and points p n , q n ∈ γ n such that p n → p, q n → q. Denote by γ p and γ q the X orbits which pass through p and q, resp. It is not a restriction to assume that, at least, γ q is null at some point (and so, it is necessarily a null geodesic). In fact, otherwise, the open set O determined by the timelike X orbits of M is a strongly causal (thus, chronological) spacetime with a conformal Killing timelike complete vector field X | O such that O/R is not Hausdorff, and so, O is not a proper R-space, in contradiction with Corollary III.9.
Let Σ p and Σ q be some small hypersurfaces passing through p and q, resp., which are crossed at most once by any integral curve of X. We can suppose without restriction that p n ∈ Σ p and q n ∈ Σ q for all n, and the existence of a sequence {t n } ⊂ R such that γ n (0) = p n , γ n (t n ) = q n . Since π(p) = π(q), necessarily t n → ∞ as n → ∞.
Next, consider Σ p \ {p} endowed with generalized spherical coordinates (r, θ 1 , . . . , θ m ), where r ∈ (0, ∞), θ 1 ∈ (−π, π), θ i ∈ (−π/2, π/2), i = 2, . . . , m, with m := dim(M ) − 2. By readjusting θ i we can suppose that (up to a convenient subsequence of p n , and thus, of q n ) θ i (p n ) = 0 for all i and all n 5 . Consider the neighborhood U around γ p generated by acting the flow φ of X on Σ p . Note that U \ γ p can be parametrized by coordinates (t the parameter of the flow φ)
So, we can write γ n (0) = (0, r n , 0, . . . , 0), γ n (t n ) = (t n , r n , 0, . . . , 0) for all n. Denote by T : D ⊂ R + → R the smooth function determined by (T (r), r, 0, . . . , 0) ∈ Σ q (D is an open subset of R + containing r n for all n). In particular, T (r n ) = t n → ∞ as n → ∞. We can also assume that T ′ (r n ) → −∞ as n → ∞ (in fact, otherwise, argue with q n replaced by (T (r n ),r n , 0, . . . , 0), and thus, p n replaced by (0,r n , 0, . . . , 0), where {r n } is some sequence with r n → 0 and T ′ (r n ) → ∞). Then, consider the new coordinate
where λ is the positive function given by
λ(t, r) := exp(−η(r)t(T (r) − t)),
and η(r) is some positive function such that
exp(−η(r)τ (T (r)) − τ )dτ = 1 (since T ′ (r n ) < 0 for n big enough, necessarily η ′ (r n ) < 0 for n big enough).
In particular, ∂ t = λ∂ s . Moreover, the following properties hold: 6 , such that the following limits hold, up to a subsequence,
for all i. 5 In fact, up to a subsequence, we can assume that the radial component rn of pn is strictly decreasing. Then, we can connect pn between them by a smooth curve inside Σp \ {p} with strictly decreasing radial component r. By defining θ i = 0 for all i on this curve, it is easy to globally define θ i on Σp \ {p} for all i with the required property. 6 In order to justify the linearly independence of these vectors, we can assume that our coordinates (s, r, θ 1 , . . . , θm) takes the neighborhood U \ γp into a cylinder of R m with the central axis removed. Consider the metric h on U \ γp induced by the usual one in the cylinder via the coordinates (s, r, θ 1 , . . . , θm). Clearly, the coordinate vectors X, ∂r, ∂ θ 1 , . . . , ∂ θm are orthogonal on U with this metric. Assume for instance that the limit vectors vp, w 1 p of ∂r, ∂ θ 1 , resp., are collinear at p. Then, the metric h cannot be continuously extended to a metrich on U (since, otherwise, the orthogonal vectors vp, w 1 p would be collinear, an absurd). But this is false because such an extension h can be constructed by taking the metric on U induced by the usual one in the full cylinder via the cartesian coordinates.
Analogously, there exist v q , w i q ∈ T q M , with {X q , v q , w 1 q , . . . , w m q } linearly independent, such that the following limits hold, up to a subsequence,
Even more, by slightly moving the points p n on Σ p (and thus, q n on Σ q ) conveniently, we can additionally assume that
and thus,
In general, the metric g can be written in local coordinates (s, r, θ 1 , . . . , θ m ) as
Then, a direct computation shows that the condition of being X(= ∂ t ) = λ∂ s a conformal Killing vector field in (M, g) is equivalent to:
From the sixth equation in (3.3), and taking into account (3.2) and the second line in (3.1), we deduce that the metric function a does not vanish on γ n ([0, t n )). Similarly, but now using the seventh equation in (3.3) and again (3.2), we also deduce that the metric functions
do not vanish all along γ n ([0, t n )). So, manipulating the second and sixth equations, and the forth and seventh ones, 7 we deduce
By integrating these equations along γ n ([0, 1]), and taking into account the limit in (3.1), we obtain
Analogously, since
In concusion,
So, we have deduced that the null vector X q is orthogonal to v p and w i p for all i, and so, X q belongs to the radical of g q , an absurd.
Note. The proof that M is a proper R-space admits the following more direct argument when dim(M ) = 2. According to Theorem II.8, it suffices to prove the existence of some Riemannian metric g R on M such that X is also Killing for g R . Consider the unique vector field Y on M such that Y p is null and g(X p , Y p ) = −1 for every p ∈ M . Then, the following properties hold:
Next, consider the unique Riemannian metric g R on M such that
If we denote by φ the flow associated to the Killing vector field X, the stages φ t are isometries for g. Moreover, Y is g-metrically determined by X. Therefore,
So, according to (3.5), we have
In conclusion, we deduce that the stages φ t are isometries for g R , and thus, X is Killing for g R .
Remark III. 17 We do not know at present if, for causal or strongly causal (M, g), and in analogy to what occurs with timelike vector fields (cf. Proposition III.7), the fact that X is conformal Killing and causal implies that ρ has no weakly ancestral points, but we conjecture that this is the case.
IV. METRIC SPLITTING OF STATIONARY SPACETIMES: THE JAVALOYES-SÁNCHEZ SPLITTING THEOREM
In the previous section, a number of topological splitting results have been obtained which greatly expand the scope of the timelike case studied by Harris et al. to include the causal case. The next natural step is to investigate the consequences of these results for the global geometric structure of (M, g) when a complete causal Killing vector field X is defined thereon. However, it turns out that in order to obtain more definite results, one must fix the causal character of X to be either timelike everywhere or null everywhere. As we mentioned before, the timelike case is well understood [19, 24] . In order to motivate our approach, it is instructive to review the (well-known) basic features of this case. This is the purpose of this short section.
Let X be a complete timelike Killing vector field on (M, g), generating an isometric R-action ρ on M . Recall (cf. Proposition II.11) that a slice for a free R-action on a manifold is a hypersurface Σ ⊂ M which intersects each orbit exactly once, and that such a slice exists if and only if ρ is proper. Note that a standard stationary spacetime (1.1) is certainly chronological -indeed causally continuous, see Corollary 3.2 of [24] -and t is a time function, so any hypersurface t = const. is an achronal (hence acausal) spacelike slice. Thus, the action of X = ∂ t is free and proper by Proposition II.11.
Assume that M is a principal (trivial) R-bundle over the quotient S := M/R with bundle projection π : M → S. We have seen that the latter condition occurs [19] when (M, g) is chronological (cf. also Corollary III.9). Since X is Killing, the orthogonal distribution
for all t ∈ R and all p ∈ M , and of course
⊥ is a principal (Ehresmann) R-connection on π : M → S, for which the orthogonal complements of X at each point are the horizontal spaces, and having an associated ρ-invariant 1-form θ ∈ X * (M ). Indeed, θ is uniquely defined by the conditions θ(X) ≡ 1 and θ(X ⊥ ) ≡ 0. Thus, the "horizontal" part of its curvature dθ measures the integrability of the orthogonal distribution, i.e., dθ| X ⊥ ∧X ⊥ = 0 iff X ⊥ is integrable. In this case, (M, g) is said to be static. Now, for each p ∈ M , ker dπ p is the span of X p , and since π is a submersion dπ p has maximal rank, i.e., dim
S is an isomorphism. Since X is Killing, the induced inner product on T π(p) S is the same for all points along the orbit of p, so there exists a unique Riemannian metric g S on S defined by requiring that this pointwise isomorphisms are linear isometries. (Hence, when S is endowed with this metric, π becomes a semi-Riemannian submersion.) The splitting of vectors into vertical and horizontal parts implies that the metric g can then be written as
where β := |g(X, X)|. Since β is ρ-invariant, it can be regarded as a function β S ∈ C ∞ (S). Given any trivialization T : M → R × S of the R-bundle, there exists a unique one-form ω S on S for which (T −1 ) * θ = dT + proj * 2 ω S , where proj 2 : R × S → S is the standard projection onto the second Cartesian factor, and T is the projection onto the first factor. We can then regard T as an isometry between (M, g) and the product space (R × S,g) endowed with the metric
By this isometry, X is taken to ∂ T . Eq.(4.2) does describe a metric splitting, but it has the following defect as far as applications in Physics go. Despite the appearances, T need not be a time function for the spacetime (R × S,g) unless ω S ≡ 0, and it is then static. Indeed, the level sets of any smooth time function are acausal hypersurfaces. Here, however, these are essentially copies of S, and the induced "metric" on S is
which need not have a definite signature, and so it need not be a (semi-)Riemannian metric. On the other hand, it might well be, say, negative (semi)definite along regular curves in S, violating acausality.
A natural question is whether we can choose the trivialization T in such a way that g ind S is positive definite, in which case (R × S,g) will be a standard stationary spacetime. As pointed out in the Introduction, it has been shown in [24] that this can be done if and only if (M, g) is distinguishing. The gist of the argument in [24] will reappear in a somewhat different form in the null case we treat below, so we partly review it here. But for convenience of our presentation, we shall do so in a slightly different form.
Proposition IV.1 (Javaloyes-Sánchez [24] ) Let ρ be a isometric R-action on a chronological spacetime (M, g) generated by the complete timelike Killing vector field X. Then i) ρ admits a spacelike slice if and only if (M, g) is distinguishing.
ii) (M, g) is isometric to a standard stationary spacetime (with X identified with ∂ t ) if and only if ρ admits a spacelike slice.
Proof. (i) Using the notation above, note that if g ind S is positive-definite, then T is a time function (its gradient is actually timelike -cf. Corollary 3.2 of [24] ), and in particular (R × S,g) (and hence (M, g)) is stably causal, and therefore also distinguishing. Conversely, if (M, g) is a distinguishing stationary spacetime, then it is causally continuous (Proposition 3.1 of [24] ); in other words, the distinguishing and continuous causality properties are equivalent for stationary spacetimes. In particular, (M, g) is stably causal, and hence there exists [6] a temporal function, i.e., a smooth function f : M → R with timelike gradient ∇f . A given level set Σ of f is of course an acausal spacelike hypersurface, and thus the integral curves of X intersect Σ at most once. The key to the proof of the main theorem in [24] is showing that any orbit of X does indeed intersect Σ, so that Σ is a slice. The authors of [24] accomplish this by an argument involving the local standard stationary form (1.1) of the metric. The details of this part will not be relevant to us, so we omit them here.
(ii) The "only if" part is immediate from Proposition II.11. For the converse, let Σ ⊂ M be a spacelike slice, so that in particular ρ is free and proper, and M is a principal trivial R-bundle over the quotient S = M/R with bundle projection π : M → S. Denote the inclusion of Σ by i Σ : Σ ֒→ M . Just as in the proof of Proposition II.11, we can check that π| Σ : Σ → S will be a diffeomorphism. Hence, it is straightforward to check that the bijection T : M → R × S such that
is indeed a bundle trivialization for which g ind S is positive definite.
Remark IV.2 For later reference, we emphasize that Proposition IV.1 divides the JavaloyesSánchez splitting theorem in two parts:
1) A causal condition, giving a characterization of the existence of a spacelike slice via a causal condition on the spacetime, and
2) A geometric condition on the orbits, giving a characterization of standard stationary spacetimes as precisely those stationary spacetimes for which the action admits a such a spacelike slice.
V. THE SPLITTING PROBLEM II: SPACETIMES WITH A PARALLEL NULL VECTOR FIELD AND THE GLOBAL STRUCTURE OF BRINKMANN SPACETIMES
Most of the above constructions in the previous section go awry when X is a null (complete) Killing vector field. Again, if the action ρ generated by X is free and proper (e.g., if (M, g) is strongly causal -cf. Theorem III.16), then we still have that M is a principal (trivial) R-bundle over the quotient S := M/R with bundle projection π : M → S. The orthogonal distribution X ⊥ is still well-defined and it is indeed covariant in the above sense, but it fails to give a pointwise direct sum splitting of the tangent space into a vertical and horizontal parts, because each X ⊥ p is now degenerate and hence does not define a principal connection as before. Since the fibers of X ⊥ are degenerate (n − 1)-dimensional subspaces of the tangent spaces, it gives rather a filtration RX ⊂ X ⊥ ⊂ T M of the tangent bundle, where RX denotes the line bundle defined by the directions of X. Moreover, an attempt to use the procedure outlined above to define a metric on S also fails, as the resulting tensor g S is now degenerate 8 . Now, it has long been known from the study of null submanifolds of semi-Riemannian manifolds [12] that one must often consider non-canonical choices of extra geometric structures thereon in order to give the "horizontal" or "transversal" information we need. This can indeed be done in special cases, as we will see in more detail below. We start with a fairly general definition.
The notions of conjugate vector fields and 1-forms are related as follows.
induces a one-to-one correspondence between vector fields on M conjugate to X and 1-forms on M conjugate to X.
Proof. Just note that under the assumption that X is Killing we have, for
for every Z ∈ Γ(T M ). From this, the result easily follows.
Remark V.2 Let X be any smooth vector field. The set of 1-forms conjugate to X is naturally an affine space with respect to the vector space
In particular, if X is null Killing and ω is a conjugate 1-form, then so is ω + f χ, where f ∈ C ∞ (M ) is X-invariant, (i.e., X(f ) = 0), and χ = g(X, . ) is the 1-form metrically associated with X. More generally, note that the definition above does not require either completeness of the vector field X ∈ Γ(T M ) or that it be Killing or have any fixed causal character. However, if X is a complete vector field generating a free and proper action, so that M is a principal R-bundle over the orbit space M/R, then it is clear that the connection 1-forms on M are exactly the 1-forms conjugate to X, which are thus in one-to-one association with Ehresmann connection on the underlying bundle.
If X is a smooth complete timelike Killing vector field on the chronological spacetime (M, g), the question of existence and multiplicity of such conjugate forms is overshadowed by the fact that the 1-form θ associated with the orthogonal distribution is by far the most natural choice. (Its associated conjugate vector field is X/g(X, X).) However, for null Killing vector fields it becomes important, and can be characterized as follows.
Proposition V.3 Let X ∈ Γ(T M ) be a null Killing vector field on (M, g) (not necessarily complete).
a) There exists a conjugate vector field Y ∈ Γ(T M ) (and hence a conjugate 1-form) if and only if there exists a Riemannian metric h on M for which X is also a Killing vector field.
Proof. We will only develop the proof of (a), since (b) is trivial.
For the "only if" part, let Y ∈ Γ(T M ) be conjugate to X. Note that since g(X, Y ) = 1, Y is everywhere non-parallel to X. We can define a Riemannian metric h on M as follows. Put h(X, X) = h(Y, Y ) = 1, h(X, Y ) = 0, and for any V, W g-orthogonal to both X and Y (and hence necessarily spacelike or zero), set h(X, V ) = h(Y, V ) = 0 and h(V, W ) = g(V, W ), extending by linearity.
For each p ∈ M , we introduce the notation H ⊆ T M for the distribution of timelike 2-planes given by H p := span {X p , Y p }, ∀p ∈ M , and denote by H ⊥ its associated g-orthogonal distribution. Since each fiber of H is timelike, we of course have the splitting T M = H ⊕ H ⊥ . (In particular, all the fibers of H ⊥ are spacelike.) Then we can write
We now show that X is Killing with respect to h. Computing the Lie derivatives of the metric h, we get first
where each term on the right hand sides vanishes either from the definition of h or from the fact that [X, Y ] is g-orthogonal (and hence h-orthogonal) to both X and Y . Now, given any vector field V in H ⊥ , we can write
where as before
where the last equality holds since X is Killing with respect to the background Lorentzian metric g. We similarly have, using (5.5) again,
Hence, X is Killing for the metric h. Conversely, to show the "if" part, let h is any Riemannian metric on M for which X is Killing, define a one-form on M by
(Note that X is everywhere non-zero!) Clearly, ω(X) = 1 and a straightforward computation shows that X being Killing for h translates into L X ω = 0, so ω is a conjugate 1-form. By Proposition V.1, it defines a unique conjugate vector field Y .
The following Corollary is an immediate consequence of the previous proposition, Theorem II.8 and Theorem III.16.
Corollary V.4 Assume that X ∈ Γ(T M ) is a complete null Killing vector field on the spacetime (M, g), whose flow ρ is a Cartan action on M . Then there exists a vector field Y ∈ Γ(T M ) conjugate to X if and only if ρ is proper. In particular, if (M, g) is strongly causal then X has a conjugate vector field Y , which can be assumed to be null.
The following metric splitting result is the analogue, for a null Killing vector field, of (4.1).
Proposition V.5 Let X ∈ Γ(T M ) be a null vector field on (M, g). Let Y ∈ Γ(T M ) be a null conjugate vector field. Then
where ω = g(Y, . ), χ = g(X, . ), andĝ is a symmetric (0, 2) smooth tensor field over M such that ∀p ∈ M ,ĝ p is positive semidefinite and its radical is
Proof. This particular splitting follows immediately from the decomposition
while the second part follows easily when X is Killing (cf. Proposition V.1) and thus ω is conjugate in this case. Now, it becomes natural to wonder if the metric splitting (5.9) corresponds to an underlying topological splitting. The particular form of (5.9), however, suggests that this putative splitting should be of the form M ≃ R 2 × Q, instead of the M ≃ R × S form we have been considering. This naive hope is misplaced as it stands, as the following simple example shows.
Example V.6 Let (N, η) be any compact Riemannian manifold, and take M = R × S 1 × N with the metric given by g = 2dtdφ + η. Take X = ∂ t and Y = ∂ φ . These are complete, conjugate null vector fields, and X is Killing.
The fact that X is not gradient in previous example (its metrically associated 1-form is χ = dφ, which is not exact) is essential to violate the M ≃ R 2 ×Q form. In fact, it turns out that this splitting can be accomplished when X is a null Killing gradient vector field (with some extra assumptionssee below), i.e., if there exists u ∈ C ∞ (M ) with X = ∇u. But this is just saying that X is parallel, i.e., ∇X = 0.
Lemma V.7 If a Killing vector field V ∈ Γ(T M ) of the spacetime (M, g) is gradient, then it is parallel. If M is simply connected, then the converse also holds.
Proof. By the Koszul formula, using the fact that V is Killing we get, ∀Z, W ∈ Γ(T M ),
where the last equality holds since V is gradient. Therefore, ∇V = 0. Conversely, if V is parallel, its metrically dual 1-form ψ = g(V, . ) is closed, and if M is simply connected, ψ is also exact, and therefore V is gradient.
Lorentzian manifolds endowed with a complete parallel null vector field are often called Brinkmann spaces after [8] , where its local structure is described (cf. Eq. (1.2) ). We shall follow this usage here. Brinkmann spaces have been much studied in the mathematical and physical literature (see, e.g [3, 4, 8, 13, 14, [27] [28] [29] 38] and references therein). One minor aspect of such manifolds is that they are always time-orientable [4] , so fixing a time-orientation (as we have been doing when considering a spacetime) poses no real restriction in this context.
The extra motivation for adopting a null Killing X = ∇u is that in physical applications the level surfaces u = const. are often interpreted as describing a "propagating gravitational wave-front at the speed of light" [5, 13, 37] .
The primary example of a Brinkmann space is the standard Brinkmann spacetime, defined below. This is actually a three-parameter family of spacetimes including the so-called pp-waves, which are of great importance in General Relativity, in particular because they are exact vacuum solutions of the Einstein field equation describing the propagation of an (idealized) gravitational wave [5, 13] . Definition V.2 A standard Brinkmann spacetime is a Lorentzian manifold (M ,g), whereM = R 2 × Q for some n − 2-dimensional smooth manifold Q, and
where i) V, U : R 2 ×Q → R are the standard projections onto the first and second slots of R 2 , respectively, and can therefore be interpreted as the standard coordinate functions on R 2 ,
ii) γ is a smooth (0, 2)-tensor on R 2 × Q, Ω is a smooth 1-form on R 2 × Q, and are such that a) the radical of γ at eachp
| TxQ defines a smooth 1-form on Q, and c) γ, Ω and H do not depend on the V -coordinate, i.e., L ∂V Ω = 0, L ∂V γ = 0, and ∂ V H = 0 (so in particular, ∂ V is a Killing -indeed parallel -null vector field).
Time orientation is chosen so that ∂ V is past time-oriented. If Ω ≡ 0, then (M ,g) is called a generalized pp-wave.
Although this definition has been phrased in a somewhat pedantic way for the sake of precision, the reader will immediately recognize that it is simply meant to give a global version of the local structure that any Brinkmann space (M, g) possesses (cf. Eq. (1.2) ). Minguzzi [28, 29] studied in detail a number of geometric properties of standard Brinkmann spacetimes, and in particular their causal properties. They have the important feature of being stably causal if and only if they are strongly causal (cf. Theorem 4.6 in Ref. [28] ). This is a situation analogue to the case of stationary spacetimes, which are causally continuous if and only if they are distinguishing (cf. Proposition 3.1 of [24] ). However, although a standard Brinkmann spacetime is always causal, it need not even be distinguishing (cf. Proposition 2.1 of [15] ), unlike a standard stationary spacetime.
Remark V.8 With the notation as in Definition V.2, a standard Brinkmann spacetime has the following features.
1) There exists a complete null parallel vector field, namely X = ∂ V ;
2) There exists a complete vector field conjugate to ∂ V , namely Y = ∂ U ;
3) There exists a complete null vector field conjugate to ∂ V , namelyŶ = ∂ U − H∂ V ; 4) There exists a slice for the flow of ∂ V , namely any V = const. surface. Note that ∂ U is tangent to this surface.
5)
As observed before, a standard Brinkmann is causal, so the action of ∂ V is free. By (4) and Proposition II.11, it is also proper.
6) The joint R 2 -action that ∂ V and ∂ U generate is free and has any V = const., U = const. codimension 2 submanifold as a slice, so again by Proposition II.11, it is also proper.
Next, we want to globalize the standard Brinkmann structure that every Brinkmann space locally has. Remark V.8 indicates that one cannot expect to be able to do this without completeness assumptions for a conjugate vector field, as well as for X. Indeed, a vector field conjugate to X may or may not be complete. As a simple example, let M = {(u, v, y) ∈ R 3 | − 1 < v < 1} with metric given by ds 2 = 2du(dv + dy) + dy 2 . If we take X = ∂ u then X is a complete null parallel vector field, while Y = ∂ v and Z = ∂ y − 1 2 ∂ u are both null vector fields conjugate to X. Note that Y is incomplete, but Z is complete.
This motivates the following definition.
Definition V.3 A Brinkmann spacetime (M, g) with complete parallel null vector field X is transversally complete if there exists a complete vector field Y ∈ Γ(T M ) conjugate to X. We say that the R-action ρ generated by X is null-polar if there exist a slice Σ for ρ together with a complete vector field V ∈ Γ(T Σ) tangent to Σ such that g(X, V ) = 1 everywhere on Σ.
Remark V.9 The term "null-polar" is motivated by the following null analogue of polar actions in Riemannian geometry. Assume that (M, g) admits a null hypersurface S ⊂ M with complete null geodesic generators which is a slice for the action ρ. To fix ideas, take the null parallel vector field X to be past-directed. S is in particular closed. It is well-known that S will have a smooth tangent future-directed null vector field K, unique up to multiplication by a smooth positive function, whose integral curves are pregeodesics whose images are precisely the null geodesic generators. Fix the normalization of K such that g(X, K) = 1. Then
since X is parallel. Hence, K is a geodesic vector field, and thus complete. We conclude that ρ is null-polar.
Actually, these notions are not independent for causal Brinkmann spacetimes, as the following result shows.
Proposition V.10 Let (M, g) be a causal Brinkmann spacetime with a complete parallel null vector field X. If the flow ρ of X is null-polar, then (M, g) is transversally complete.
Proof. Let Σ ⊂ M a slice, together with a complete vector field V ∈ Γ(T Σ) tangent to Σ such that g(X, V ) = 1 everywhere on Σ. By Proposition II.11, ρ is proper and free, and ρ| Σ : R × Σ → M is a diffeomorphism. LetỸ be the lift of V to R × Σ. Then, the vector field Y = (ρ| Σ ) * Ỹ is complete, and arises from lifting V along the orbits of X, so that [X, Y ] = 0. Due to this and since X is Killing, g(X, Y ) = 1, so that Y is a complete conjugate vector field as desired.
Standard Brinkmann spacetimes has both features: it is transversally complete and the action of ∂ V is null-polar. Indeeed, with mild causal assumptions these properties characterize these spacetimes.
Theorem V.11 Let (M, g) be a Brinkmann spacetime with a complete parallel null vector field X such that either i) (M, g) is causal and the flow ρ of X is null-polar, or ii) (M, g) is strongly causal and transversally complete.
Then, the universal covering spacetime (M , g) of (M, g) is isometric to a standard Brinkmann spacetime. The isometry can be chosen to be such that it associates the lift X of X with ∂ V .
Proof. Note that since (M, g) is causal (resp. strongly causal), so is its universal cover (M , g). Alternative (i) implies, via Proposition V.10, that (M, g) is transversally complete, so we may assume this to be the case anyway. Moreover, either item (i) or (ii) ensure that the action ρ is free and proper (cf. Proposition II.11 and Theorem III.16). The lift X of X to M is still a complete null parallel vector field thereon. The action ρ generated by X on M is still free and proper (since (M , g) is causal and the lift of a slice for ρ is clearly a slice for ρ). In addition, the lift Y of a complete vector field Y ∈ Γ(T M ) conjugate to X is also a complete vector field on M conjugate to Y . Therefore, for the remainder of the proof, we will just drop the overline and assume that M is itself simply connected. In that case, according to Lemma V.7, X is gradient, and we pick u ∈ C ∞ (M ) for which X = ∇u.
Fix the complete conjugate vector field Y , and denote its flow by φ. Now, for a given p ∈ M , consider the integral curves α p : t ∈ R → ρ t (p) ∈ M of X and β p :
i.e., u is constant along the orbits of ρ. Similarly,
∀s ∈ R, and thus u is surjective along the orbit of p by φ, i.e., u(Rp) = R. Let N := u −1 (0). Since X = ∇u is everywhere non-zero, N is a smooth embedded null hypersurface in (M, g). Now, on the one hand, Proposition 8 of [27] implies that the mapping
is a diffeomorphism. On the other hand, N is invariant by the action ρ of X. Therefore, given any slice (in the sense of Proposition II.11, and which in the present case is a hypersurface) Σ ⊂ M , and for each p ∈ Σ ∩ N , X(p) ∈ T p N \ T p Σ, that is, the intersection Σ ∩ N is transversal, and hence the restricted action ρ| N is proper by Corollary II.12. We conclude that N is an R principal bundle over the quotient Q := N , and in particular N ≃ R × Q. Fixing a global trivialization τ : R × Q → N of this bundle, define
Since Φ = ϕ • i • τ , where i : N ֒→ M is the inclusion, this map is easily seen to be a diffeomorphism. We adopt here the same notation as in Definition V.2: V, U : R 2 × Q → R denote the standard projection onto the first and second slots of R 2 , respectively. We note first that
for all t, s ∈ R and all x ∈ Q, where we have used (5.11) for the second equality. In other words, u • Φ = U . Second, we claim that
Indeed, given (t 0 , s 0 , x 0 ) ∈ R 2 × Q and f ∈ C ∞ (M ), we compute: Remark V.12 Alternative (i) in Theorem V.11 gives a precise null analogue of part (i) of the Javaloyes-Sánchez splitting theorem according to Proposition IV.1. But to the best of our knowledge, there is NO analogue of part (ii) therein. In other words, there is no causal condition on (M, g) that might by itself ensure that the action of X is null-polar. Indeed, the existence of a complete conjugate vector field is not guaranteed even in globally hyperbolic spacetimes. To see this, consider the following example. In 3 − d Minkowski spacetime (R 3 , 2dudv + dy 2 ), consider M = {(v, u, y) ∈ R 3 | u < 1} with g the restricted metric and time-orientation so that ∂ v is past directed, and take X = ∂ v restricted to M as the pertinent complete null parallel vector field. It is easy to check that since M is a past set in a globally hyperbolic spacetime, (M, g) is itself globally hyperbolic. Any vector field conjugate to X = ∂ v must be of the form Y = ∂ u + a(u, y)∂ v + b(u, y)∂ y . Now, pick the integral curve α(t) = (v(t), u(t), y(t)) through (0, 0, 0). Then u(t) = t < 1, and hence Y must be incomplete.
Our next and final result in this section gives a concrete situation in which Theorem V.11 applies.
Corollary V.13 Let (M, g) be a strongly causal Brinkmann spacetime with a complete parallel null vector field X. Suppose that the orbit space of the associated R-action ρ is compact. (This will occur, for example, if (M, g) is globally hyperbolic with a compact Cauchy hypersurface.) Then the universal covering spacetime (M , g) of (M, g) is isometric to a standard Brinkmann spacetime. The isometry can be chosen to be such that it associates the lift X of X with ∂ V .
Proof. Since (M, g) is strongly causal, ρ is free and proper (Theorem III.16). By the proof of Proposition II.11, we can pick a slice Σ for ρ which is compact since it is diffeomorphic to the orbit space. Given any vector field V ∈ Γ(T Σ) normalized so that g(X, V ) = 1, the compactness of Σ will ensure it is complete, so that ρ is null-polar. The result now follows from Theorem V.11 (i).
VI. A RIGIDITY CONJECTURE FOR GRAVITATIONAL PLANE WAVES
As we have commented in the Introduction, a pp-wave is a standard Brinkmann spacetime (M, g) such that Ω ≡ 0 and h ij ≡ δ ij globally [5, 13] . This family of spacetimes has been the focus of intensive studies, both in the mathematical and physical literatures, since they provide idealized models for gravitational waves in General Relativity. The special case where H is quadratic and harmonic correspond to the important subclass of gravitational plane waves, which might be considered as idealized limiting configurations at "infinite distance" from gravitational radiating sources. The role played by these spaces in this context seems analogous to the one played by Minkowski space when it is considered as the asymptotic configuration associated to an isolated gravitational source. Now, note that both "models at infinity" are geodesically complete. Geodesic incompleteness of causal geodesics have been used for a long time as a criterion for gravitational collapse in Physics [5, 21, 31] . On physical grounds one would expect that geodesic complete solutions to, say, the Einstein field equation should be rare in a suitable sense. However, mathematically rigorous statements behind these considerations are far from obvious. A important illustration in the stationary case is formulated below, and was given in [1] :
Theorem VI.1 ([1, Theorem 0.1]) Every geodesically complete, chronological, Ricci-flat 4-dimensional stationary spacetime is isometric to (a quotient of ) flat Minkowski spacetime.
In view of this theorem, it becomes natural to conceive of an analogous result for gravitational plane waves. Note that an interesting way of viewing Brinkmann spacetimes is as null analogues of stationary spacetimes. So, the null version of previous Anderson's rigidity theorem could be formulated as follows:
Conjecture VI.2 Every strongly causal, Ricci-flat 4-dimensional Brinkamnn spacetime satisfying certain completeness condition is isometric to (a quotient of ) a gravitational plane wave spacetime.
Here, "certain completeness condition" play the role of geodesic completenes in Anderson's result. It is not clear to the authors if geodesic completeness is also sufficient in this case, but we believe that geodesic and transversal completeness (recall Definition V.3) ought to be enough. On the other hand, strong causality here replaces chronology in Anderson's result, since, for the null case, a little more causality is required to ensure that the quotient associated to the Killing vector field behaves well. Since every plane wave spacetime is causallty continuous (thus strongly causal), this is not very restrictive.
Theorem V.11 becomes a first, but very important, step in the proof of Conjecture VI.2, since it allows one to restrict one's considerations to standard Brinkmann spacetimes. In fact, together with J. Herrera, we have been able to show [11, Theorem 3.1] that, under the hypotheses of the conjecture, a standard Brinkmann space must be a pp-wave. So, the proof of Conjecture VI.2 actually reduces to show that any geodesically complete strongly causal Ricci-flat 4-dimensional pp-wave is a plane wave. This statement essentially coincides with the problem formulated by Ehlers-Kundt in [13, , which has been cited or studied by different authors in the last years [7] , [23] , [16] , [27] , [11] .
A key result [11] is precisely the partial solution to the Ehlers-Kundt and to the Conjecture VI.2 given as follows.
Theorem VI.3 ([11, Theorem 2.1]) Let (M, g) be a geodesically complete strongly causal Ricci-flat 4-dimensional Brinkmann spacetime with a complete parallel vector field X. Assume also that there exists a Killing vector field conjugate to X. Then, (M, g) is (a quotient of ) a plane wave.
